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PROGRAM 

THURSDAY, May 5, 1988 

Quartet No. 15 in D minor, ........ WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART 
K.421 Allegro moderato (1756-1791) 

Andante 
Menuetto: Allegretto. Trio 
Allegretto ma non troppo 

Quartet in E-flat Major, Op. 127 ......... LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN 
Maestoso- Allegro (1770-1827) 

Adagio, ma non troppo e molto cantabile 
Andante con moto - Adagio molto espressivo 

Scherzando vivace - Presto 
Finale- Allegro commodo 

INTERMISSION 

Quartet in G minor, Op. 10 ...................... CLAUDE DEBUSSY 
Anime et tres decide (1862-1918) 

Assez vif et bien rythme 
Andantino doucement expressif 

Tres modere 
Tres mouvemente et aver passion - Tres anime - Tres vif 

The Mozart was last performed on March 20, 1980, by the Tokyo String Quartet. 
The Beethoven was last performed on January 14, 1977, by the Cleveland Quartet. 
The Debussy was last performed on January 24, 1984 by the Emerson Quartet. 

The Tokyo String Quartet is represented by: 
Mary Pat Buerkle, /CM Artist, Ltd., 40 West 57th St., New York NY 10019 

8 
HOUSTON 

PUBLIC 
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Houston Friends of Music express gratitude 
for the support of Channel 8 

Photographing and sound recording are prohibited. 
We further request that audible paging devices not be used during performances. 

Paging arrangements may be made with ushers. 
If it is anticipated that tickets will not be used, subscribers are encouraged to turn them in for 

resale. This is a tax-deductible donation. Call 527-4933 . 
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HOUSTON FRIENDS OF MUSIC is a non-profit organization dedicated 
to the presentation of chamber ensembles with national and international 
reputations and to the development of new audiences. 

BENEFACTORS 
Dr. Edith F. Bondi Dennis & Susan Carlyle Cultural Arts Council of Houston 

Dr; & Mrs. Grady L. Hallman 
Barbara M. Osborne 

The Menil Foundation National Endowment for 
Dr. Meyer L. Proler the Arts 

Vlasta & Ervin Adam 
Mr. & Mrs. Emory T. Carl 

Alex & Ann Goldstein 
Barbara Kauffman 
W. H. Mannheimer 

David Parsons 
Don Thiel 

James & Carolyn Alexander 
Drs. Chester & Jamie Cochran 

Harvey & Sandra Gordon 
H. Blandin Jones 

Daniel & Karol Musher 
Richard & Eva Rosencranz 

Steven J. Tillinger 
Drs. A. J. Werch 

Ralph A. Anderson 
Lawrence & Alice Cowles 

Edward Doughtie 
Lloyd E. Elliott, Jr. 

J. S. Fulton 
Robert D. Hawthorn 
Chris & Dan Krohn 
Stephanie Norman 

Florante & Nora Quiocho 
Mary S. Schoettle 

Irving & Ida Wadler 

Seymour & Shirley Wexler 

PATRONS 
Benno J. Bauer, Jr. 

Kent & Jan Coleman 
Gary L. Hollingsworth 

Marcella & Tomas Klima 
Jack & Julia Mazow 

H. Irving Schweppe, Jr., M.D. 
Margaret Waisman 

SPONSORS 
Francisco Aviles-Roig, M.D. 

John Flynn 
Harlan Hall 

Frances E. Leland 
Mario & Ruth Paglia 

Malcolm & Horty Sher 
C. J. Velzeboer 

CONTRIBUTORS 
J.H.U. Brown 

Doris M. Curtis 
John W. Eagleton 

Milton & Dixie Feiner 
Arthur Ginzbarg 
Robert W. Hill 
Louise Levien 

Joseph Paderewski 
Ann & Hermann Rath 

George Suman 
Dr. & Mrs. Stanley Weitzper 

Ervin Adam 
James Alexander 
Francisco Aviles 

Ira J. Black 
Kent Coleman 

Carter Crawford 
Elmer Eisner 

Ann Fairbanks 
Arthur S. Ginzbarg 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Harvey L. Gordon 
Michael Hammond 
Constance Holford 
Barbara Kauffman 

Tomas Klima 
Daniel Krohn 

Thomas Littman 
George Mannheimer 

Jack B. Mazow 

Lutz & Mariel Birnbaumer 
Denton A. Cooley Foundation 
Howard & Vicki Huddlestou 

Dr. J. P. Lauzon' 
Dr. & Mrs. A. A. Mintz 

Mr. & Mrs. A. 0. Susholtz 
Robert & Edith Zinn 

Barbara & Jim Butler 
Lila-Gene George 

Drs. Fred & Eva Haufrect 
M. A. Models~i 
Walter Pye, Jr. 

Robert & Natalie Thrall 
Macheledt & Arlo Weltge 

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Caselli 
Dr. & Mrs. Joel Cyprus 

Dr. G. Ekrtoyan 
Stephen M. Fierros 
Beverly I. Hawkins 

John Kellett 
Mr. & Mrs. D. W. Meyerson 
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan M. Pryzant 

Elizabeth G. Reynolds 
Doug & Marsha Tsuchida 

Daniel Musher 
Roberta W. Newman 

David G. Parsons 
Mary Schoettle 

Steven J. Tillinger 
Marsha Tsuchida 

Irving . W adler 
Margaret Waisman 

Seymour Wexler 

FRIEND OF MUSIC OFFICERS 
President ............................................................ Jack B. Mazow 
Vice Presidents .............. Ann Fairbanks, Marsha Tsuchida, Elmer Eisner, Daniel Krohn 
Secretary .......................................................... Francisco Aviles 
Treasurer ......................................................... Steven J. Tillinger 
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The Tokyo String Quartet 
The Tokyo String Quartet, now in its seventeenth season, 

is internationally celebrated as one of the world's great quartets 
and has achieved a stature that places it among the supreme 
artists of our time. Of a recent performance, ·The New York 
Times stated: ''This was quartet playing on the Melba level. Or 
the Horowitz, Sutherland, or Heifetz level, if you prefer.'' Its 
international career includes regular performances in music 
capitals throughout the globe, including New York, 
Washington, D.C., Vienna, Berlin, Amsterdam, Milan, Paris, 
London, Tokyo, Hong Kong and Sydney. 

In North America, the Tokyo String Quartet appears each 
season on scores of distinguished chamber music series and at 
colleges and universities. It regularly performs in all of New 
York City's major halls, with engagements on Lincoln Center's 
''Great Performers'' series and Mostly Mozart Festival, 
Carnegie Hall's "Great Quartets" series, the 92nd Street Y's 
''Distinguished Artists'' series and at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. The Quartet appears annually at the Corcoran 
Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. and at Yale and American 
Universities, where the members are artists-in-residence. 

The Tokyo Quartet's many recordings have earned the 
Grand Prix du Disque du Montreux, Best Chamber Music 
Recording of the Year Award from Stereo Review and 
Gramophone and three Grammy nominations. 

The Tokyo String Quartet performs on four exquisite in
struments created between 1656 and 1677 by the Italian luthier 
Nicolo Amati, and which have been graciously loaned the 
ensemble by the Corcoran Gallery of Art. 

PETER OUNDJIAN, violinist, and a native of Toronto, began his 
studies at the age of seven in London. Winner of the Gold Medal at the 
Royal College of Music in London, he came to Juilliard in 1975 to study 
with Ivan Galamian, and has also worked with ltzhak Perlman, Dorothy 
DeLay and members of the Juilliard Quartet. In 1980, Mr. Oundjian won 
First Prize in the International Violin Competition in Vina del ·Mar, Chile. 
He has performed as recitalist under the sponsorship of the Pro Musicis 
Foundation throughout North America, including his New York recital 
debut in March, 1981. He continues to be active as a soloist, particularly in 
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Canada, and has appeared with the Toronto, Montreal and Winnipeg Sym
phonies; National Arts Centre Orchestra; and Calgary Philharmonic. 

KIKUEI IKEDA, violinist and award-winning soloist, was born in 
Tokyo and studied violin at the Toho Academy of Music with Saburo Sumi 
and Josef Gingold and chamber music with Hideo Saito. While still living in 
Japan, he performed as soloist with the Yomiuri Symphony, Tokyo 
Metropolitan and Tokyo Symphony Orchestras and toured Europe as con
certmaster of the Toho String Orchestra. Mr. Ikeda came to the United 
States in 1971. He studied with Dorothy DeLay and with members of the 
Juilliard String Quartet at Juilliard, where he was a scholarship student. 
Prize winner in the Mainichi NHK and Haken Competitions in Japan, the 
Washington International Competition for Strings in Washington, D.C. 
and Vienna da Motta in Portugal, Mr. Ikeda has also performed with 
numerous ensembles. 

KAZUHIDE ISOMURA, violist and also a graduate of the Toho 
Academy, studied there with Jeanne Isnard and Kenji Kobayashi, and 
chamber music with Hideo Saito. Upon arrival in this country, he became 
assistant concertmaster of the Nashville Symphony, but his love for 
chamber music and violin led him to Juilliard where, on full scholarship, he 
studied violin with Ivan Galamian and Paul Makanowitzky, chamber music 
with Robert Mann and Raphael Hillyer, and viola with Walter Trampler. 
Mr. lsomura is a founding member of the Tokyo String Quartet. 

SADAO HARADA, cellist and also a founding member of the Tokyo 
String Quartet, began his studies with his father and continued with Hideo 
Saito when he was eleven. A graduate of the Toho Academy, Mr. Harada 
won First Prize at the prestigious Mainichi Music Concourse. Following a 
year as principal cellist with the Tokyo Symphony, he became first cellist 
with the Nashville Symphony and appeared with numerous orchestras as 
soloist before making a serious decision to pursue a career in chamber 
music. As a full scholarship student at Juillliard, Mr. Harada studied with 
Claus Adam, Robert Mann and Raphael Hillyer. 

PROGRAM NOTES 

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART, Quartet No. 15 in D minor, K. 421 
Mozart seldom enjoyed the luxury of composing music without press

ing financial need. The six quartets written between December 1782, and 
January 1785, the "Haydn Quartets," were among the very few composi
tions produced only to fulfill some need in his own life. Of the six string 
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quartets that Mozart dedicated to Haydn after their brief but fateful visit, 
the Quartet No. 15 in D minor, K. 421, is the only one in a minor key. In its 
tension, mystery and sadness, it resembles the Piano Concerto in D minor. 
This sadness is the pervasive and unifying feature of the quartet. 

Without introduction, a haunting theme played sotto voce immediately 
sets the mood of the opening movement, Allegro moderato. After four 
measures, it is repeated an octave higher more forcefully. Through the en
tire movement, the sense of tension is heightened both by contrasting 
dynamics and_ by chromatic figures. The same rhythmic phase which 
underlies the development section introduces the bouncy phrase which 
brings the movement to a decisive close. The Andante is in 6/8 time and has 
a slow dancelike quality. Near the end of the movement, there is a subtle, 
suspended moment of tonal wandering which quickly resolves into the sweet 
familiarity of the F Major we expect. The Menuetto has, in the Trio, an un
forgettable passage for solo violin, with pizzicato accompaniment, that is 
delightfully light and airy. The final movement, Allegretto ma non troppo, 
is a theme with variations, and the mood is both pensive and mysterious. 
Each variation intensifies these feelings, either rhythmically, chromatically, 
or with simple note repetition. The section becomes one of intense feeling, 
accentuated by high triplet repetitions which lead to a dramatic end. 

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN, Quartet in E-flat Major, Op. 127 
This quartet, Beethoven's twelfth, is the first of his last group of five 

quartets, which were written between 1822 and 1826 and which represent a 
testament of genial inspiration never equalled before or thereafter. 
Together with the Missa Solemnis, the Ninth Symphony and the latest works 
for piano, the last quartets bear witness to his ultimate struggle and victory 
over his inner and outer adversaries. Among these was his relentless wrestl
ing for a new and more expressive style to accommodate his advanced con
cepts of music, his utter despair about and final acceptance of his total and 
irreversible deafness, his overall ill health, his abrasive relationship with 
publishers and family, and not least his incessant financial problems. The 
mood of his last works reflects this combat from outbursts of anger, 
through pain and torment to sublime resignation and final joy. Not all of 
Beethoven's contemporaries were ready for such sounds, and many 
reviewers were either hostile or confused. Even Prince Nicholas Galizin, a 
nobleman from St. Petersburg, great admirer of Beethoven and benefactor 
during the last years, to whom Op. 127 is dedicated, remained puzzled and 
disappointed by the work. 

The first movement of Op. 127 opens with a few bars of solemn and 
majestic chords (Maestoso) from which, the main theme or motif (Allegro) 
emerges in a tender, soft and understated manner. This brief theme of only 
four bars reappears throughout the movement in all kinds of variations and 
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imitations. Soon a second, more joyous theme appears over the drumbeat 
doubles tops of the middle voices which in turn leads to the introduction of a 
third theme by the cello. These three thoughts are constantly reintroduced, 
mingled and transformed. Twice the introductry Maestoso is brought back, 
as if to slow down the swift flow of the three quarter Allegro. The move
ment ends in a soft pianissimo, understated as it began. 

The Adagio is one of those late Beethoven movements where words 
cannot be found to describe the subtle hues of mood that are developed as 
the movement evolves. In form the movement consists of a theme with five 
variations. Thetheme itself is a simple and tender, longspun arching phrase, 
while the variations - each a world of its own - often barely reveal the 
underlying theme. 

The breathless, jagged Scherzando is a reminder of some of 
Beethoven's earlier stormy compositions with its restless galloping dotted 
beat, sometimes loud and harsh, then again pianissimo, interrupted only by 
the wisp of the Presto trio. 

In the Finale the composer returns to a conciliatory, pleasant and 
joyful mood alternating between a soft, easily flowing first theme and a 
forceful, boisterous second theme. After much banter between the two, the 
quarter ends with an epilogue-coda in Allegro commodo, slower than the 
main movement and in a different beat, where the main theme is disguised 
in a weave of rippling triplets, thus ending the piece as it started in an 
understatement. 

Program Note by J. K. Arbenz 

CLAUDE DEBUSSY, Quartet in G minor, Op. 10 
In 1983 Debussy's first publically performed composition was the 

string quartet in G. About one year later followed the performance of the 
orchestral prelude to the "Afternoon of a Faun." Thus was born the 
musical branch of what became to be known as French Impressionism, this 
all important link between the world of romanticism and the art of the 
twenthieth century. 

The quartet in G is the only one Debussy wrote although he obviously 
intended to write more than one by calling this his quartet number one. This 
is a great pity, especially when one hears what he could accomplish in this 
art form. The quartet is written in "c}'clic form," i.e. it uses the same basic 
phrase throughout all movements, although with such a wealth of variation 
and transformation that the disguise often takes on a new identity. This 
form was not new. Debussy inherited it primarily from his teacher Cesar 
Franck, but in the techniques of variation and disguise Debussy covered en
tirely new ground. Borrowing harmonic and rhythmic forms and ideas from 
historic as well as foreign- especially Asiatic and Spanish sources- Debussy 
created a whole new palette of colors, timbres and fabrics that make his 
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HOUSTON'S CIASSIC CHOICE 
KUHF88.7 FM 

... in the car 

... at the office 

... at home 
Radio for your way 
of life. 

YOUR KIND OF MUSIC. 
Inspired melodies to compose 
your thoughts. And lift your 
spirits. The classic approach to 
stress management. While you 
work. Drive across town. Jog in 
the park. Relax with a good 
book. 

YOUR KIND OF NEWS. 
Explore the complex and fasci
nating world around us. Compre
hensive news reports. Thought
provoking commentaries. Enter-

. music so unique and new. 

taining features. National Public 
Radio's award-winning Morning 
Edition and All Things Con
sidered. 

YOUR KIND OF RADIO. 
Tune in to discover KUI IF 
88.7FM. Magnificent music. 
Award-winning news. 100,000 
watts stereo. Commercial-free 
public radio without interruption 
24 hours a dav. Radio for \'Our 
way of life. . . 

To receive a complimentary 
copy of KUHF:'i Monthly Program 
Guide please call 748-KUI IE 

Listener-supported radio from 
the University of Houston. 

KUHF88:7FM 
HOUSTON'S CLASSIC CHOICE 

The basic, recurring phrase is stated right away in the opening two 
measures of the first movement (Anime et tres decide) and becomes increas
ingly interwoven in a carpet of luscious colors. Yet in all this repetition with 

diversity, the structure never loses its transparency and clarity and the music 
never turns mushy or fuzzy. 

The second movement is a scherzo-like treatment of the same thematic 

material appearing sometimes in a condensed, sometimes in an extended 
fashion amidst a texture of delightful pizzicatos. · 

In the slow movement the muted theme returns as a tender, somewhat 
melancholy litany interrupted by recitative-like solo passages and an impas

sionate middle section. 
In the final movement one encounters the basic phrase in four suc

cessively accelerating sections, full of rhythmic excitement and colorful 
fireworks. At the end the opening phrase reappears in nearly identical form 

as in the first movement but speeds up to a rousing and exhilarating 

finish. Program Note by J. K. Arbenz 
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HOUSEOI OOFFEEe.BEANs 
'in ~e Village 

The finest coffee beans from all over the 
world, roasted fresh for you, 

right here in Houston. Come by for a 
fresh-brewed sample, six days a week, 

and take a look at our teas, coffeemakers 
and other goodies. 

2520 Rice Boulevard • 524"0057 
10-6 Monday-Saturday 

ICONOGRAPHY 

·Cards 

2480 Bolsover Houston, Texas 77005 
713/529. 2630 

Specializing in the sale of violins. violas. 
violoncellos and their bows. 
• Professional instrument makers 
• Fine repairs and restorations 
• Appraisals 
• Now handling consignments 

Amati Violin Shop. Inc. 2472 Bolsover. Suite 268 
Houston. Texas 77005 (7 13) 522-1707 

Downtown
Main at Rusk 

Member FDIC 
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BOOKS ON THE ARTS . 

WE SPECIALIZE IN SERVICE 

520-0061 
1987 W. GRAY • HOUSTON 

Wadler 
MusicS 

~.m.,~~~argest 

Music" 

529-2676 
See Us For Unique Musical Gift Items 

Texas 
Commerce 

Bank 
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Classical & Accoustical Guitars 
Recorders • Accessories • Strings 
Instructional Videos • Sheet Music 

Private Lessons in All Styles of Guitar 
Jass & Classical Artists 

Available for Hire 

1401 Richmond Avenue 528-5666 

02 & Home Sickroom Equipment 

Fine Pharmaceutical 
Surgical Supplies 

MARTIN 
SURGICAL SUPPLY 

HOUSTON -Ph. 861-7000 

SAN ANTONIO- PH. 271-0000 

DINNERWARE, CUTLERY, BRIDAL GIFTS 

BOOKS, LINENS, COOKWARE, 

KITCHEN ITEMS, COFFEE/TEA 

RIVER OAKS 
1981 W. GRAY 

HOUSTON. TX 77019 
520-0331 

COMPLIMENTS 

OF 

COLUMBIA 

COMPANIES 

<Vtffa.ge. clf'tt~t '~ Cfouah 

§a.fle.'t!:J 

The Custom Frame Shop 
Pleased to feature the 

original art of 

P. Doran Porcynaluk 
2435 University Blvd. 
Houston, Texas 77005 

(713) 523-2763 

t~&CJa!:!. /(liJhi Violin Atelier 

;-~ 9206 Ilona Lane 
. . Houston, TX 77025 

Ma1tre Luth1er (713) 665_7396 · 
::.c.a:.._ 

COMPLIMENTS OF 

CoASTAL MEDICAL & SuRGICAL 

SuPPL v CoMPANY, INC. 
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HOUSTON FRIENDS OF MUSIC 
1988-1989 SEASON 

Thursday, Sept. 22, 1988 ............................ Guarneri Quartet 
Thursday, Oct. 27, 1988 ................... Paillard Chamber Orchestra 

with Shigenori Kudo, flute 
Tuesday, Nov. 22, 1988 .................... The Saturday Brass Quintet 
Wednesday, Dec. 7, 1988 ....... Kalichstein, Laredo, Robinson Piano Trio 

with David Jolley, horn 
Thursday, Jan. 12, 1989 .............................. Deseret Quartet 
Tuesday, February 7, 1989 .......................... Shanghai Quartet 
Tuesday, March 2, 1989 .......................... Aspen Wind Quintet 
Wednesday, March 29, 1989 ........................ ~- ·.Tokyo Quartet 
Thursday, May 4, 1989 ............................... Orford Quartet 

N ow that your investments 
require m.ore thought, 

Kidder, Peabody offers a wealth of services and products 
for the wealthy investor. Consider our brokerage account 
that saves you time while earning you money. We 
thought of the Kidder, Peabody Premium Account so you 
could think about other things. 

Or consider our fixed income products such as CATS, 
CIBs and Option Tender Bonds. Some are taxable; others 
are tax free. All provide strong market yields with solid 
security. 

Or even consider our retirement programs that are 
designed to meet your needs by our specialists. 

For more information on how Kidder, Peabody can be 
of service call James N. Manley, VP at (713) 751-7617. 

Kidder, Peabody & Co. 
· Incorporated 

Quality people. Quality ideas. 
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We salute those who reach for new heights. 

. , 

Official Airline of the Houston Friends of Music for the 1987-88 Season 
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